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Increase of a learning efficiency dialogue
speeches, creation of conditions for strong mastering
knowledge in a broad sense this word (as knowledge
and practical skills) sees not only in perfection of the
maintenance of knowledge, but also in perfection of
receptions of management by formation theoretical
and practical  on the basis of activization

 activity of students. In other
words, it is necessary to arm the student with skills to
use rational ways of purchase of knowledge and their
processing. It substantially will relieve trainees of an
excessive expense of time and energy that as a whole
will promote an intensification of process of training
to dialogical interaction of foreign students.
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The article deals with the identification of per-
ception development of pupil at the primary school.
The author typifies the methodics of forming percep-
tion of pieces of art by the pupils at primary school.

Psychologists regard artistic perception of a
child as the result of his becoming a person. It is untu-
tored. Not from the very beginning a child perceives a
piece of art in capacity of such. In the first instance of
the child’s development the following is typical: effi-
cient, practical attitude to it (The children palm and
touch  an  image  of  the  picture,  stroke  it,  etc.).  In  the
opinion of some west psychologists, perception of
beauty is innate, common to man biologically. Psy-

choanalysts colligate an artistic perception with a sex-
ual instinct [1].

One can’t regard a picture perception of the
children without its meaning content. L.S. Vygotskiy
specified by an experimental approach, that the per-
ception stages revealed by V. Stern, characterize not
the development of picture perception, but the balance
between perception and speech at the certain stages of
development.  A  composition  of  piece  of  art  and  the
degree of coincidence of meaning and structural pic-
ture’s center are very important for an artistic percep-
tion and understanding of an idea.

The perception of the piece of art is a complex
mental process. It supposes a capability to inquire and
understand a thing shown, but it is only a cognitive
act. An important condition of artistic perception is an
emotional side of the perceived and expression of the
attitude to it (B.M. Teplov, P.M. Jacobson, A.V.
Zaporozhets, etc.). A.V. Zaporozhets mentioned the
following: “… an aesthetic perception doesn’t resolve
into the passive affirmation of the familiar sides of re-
ality, even though very important and essential. It de-
mands that an apprehensive person somehow comes in
the imaginary circumstances and takes a part in the ac-
tions in the mind’s eye” [2].

When perceiving any piece of art it is impor-
tant not only to have general attitude to the whole
piece of art, but the character of relationship and
child’s value of the separated heroes.

During the development of an artistic percep-
tion of school children there is an understanding of the
expressive  means  of  piece  of  art,  that  leads  to  more
adequate, full, deeper perception of it.

A sure-handed application of music and artistic
word influence positively understanding of the picture
by the junior pupils and help perceiving the word pic-
tures embodied in them deeper. The interesting tech-
niques develop emotional tenderness and observance
awakes a taste.

It is important to form the children’s correct
assessment of the heroes of piece of art. A conversa-
tion, especially by using the problematic questions can
help very much. They lead a child to understanding
the hidden before second true identity of the charac-
ters, motives of their behavior and independent over-
value of them (in case of initial inadequate value).

Perception of pieces of art by the school child
will be deeper, if he learns to see elementary expres-
sive means, used by the author to characterize shown
reality (color, color combinations, shape, composition,
etc.)

Development of the aesthetic perception hap-
pens in all kinds of the artistic and household activity
of a child. Under the condition of an expert guidance
of the elders it can gain a relatively higher level even
at the age of school child. Due to the lessons learned
the children at the age of 7 – 10 years learn the things
and the whole pictures easily. The pupils steadily con-
ceive ‘categorically’ even unknown mechanisms,
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plants, and signs, i.e. as representatives of some
group: “It is a car”, “It is a bush”. A syncretistic of the
school children is expressed more faint due to the in-
tensifying attention to the relation of the components
in the whole and aspiration to find the semantic con-
nections when perceiving an object.

However  it  is  easy  to  see  in  school  child  too
some singularity of perception. It is brought on the
mistakes in the cognition of the space in a great meas-
ure, though accuracy of distinction of the geometrical
shapes and correct naming of them by the children
over 7 years mount visibly in comparison to the pre-
school children (L.A. Shvarts, S.V. Muhin, M.N. Vo-
lokintina).The first grade pupils have a tendency of
turning unknown shapes into the objects (O.I. Galkina,
S.N.  Shabalin).  That  is  why the  junior  pupils  name a
cylinder  as  a  glass,  cone  (inverted)  is  a  top  or  roof,
quadrangular prism is a column, etc. This means that
there are some present troubles in the abstracting
shape from the object.

The reason of the stability of many mistakes in
perception and shapes’ differentiation is their constant
situation of perception. Many of them recognize the
straight line, if it takes a horizontal position, but if it is
drawn vertically or obliquely, they don’t. The same
happens with perception of triangular. If this word
children associate only with triangular and only in its
one position in the space (Let us say, the hypothesis is
located in right and peak is over), all the other kinds of
the same shape and even the same quadrangular trian-
gular, place with down peak, isn’t associated with this
group of geometrical shapes. Such limitations speak
about the extant opacity of the pupils and indivisibility
of their perception.

It is very important for graphical perception to
compare  2  of  the  similar,  but  in  some  way  different
things. Such comparison allows emphasizing those
distinctive features of the objects, which are typical
for them (L.I. Rumyanntseva). The assimilation of
dimension is very important for the development of
graphical seeing when analyzing any piece of art. An
acquaintance with meters and centimeters materializes
the graphical features of the objects, and metrical
work  at  the  classes  of  maths,  labor,  nature  study and
physical training develop visual estimation, measuring
the distance and size. A child learns separating graphi-
cal characteristics of the objects and their coexistence
at the lessons of fine arts.

Giving peculiarities of the graphical peculiari-
ties and connections, perfection of observation and
understanding influence precisely the development of
perceiving a narrative (including artistic) picture of
school children.

In the result of special training the children be-
gin perceiving not only the picture’s narration, but the
compositional peculiarities and many expressive com-
ponents. The pupils feel a sultry hot day at the harvest
time or  moist  an  foggy air  on  the  lake.  Such percep-
tion is a complex process of a constant development

of an idea from the perception of the whole picture
(synthesis) to its analysis, then again to the whole pic-
ture and to separating less and not noticed before de-
tails, which allow understanding the picture’s idea
deeper. Selection of the name as the highest form of
generalization is quite intelligible to the children at the
age of 7-11 years and efficient way of teaching mid-
children to parceling-out of the main at the picture.

In midchildhood a special kind of perception,
i.e. listening, develops essentially. In the preschool
childhood a child oriented to the instructions, re-
quirement,  and value  of  an  elder  on  the  basis  of  per-
ception of his speech. With great relish he listened to
the educator’s tale fairy tale. For a pupil listening be-
comes not only the mean, but a kind of his educational
work. Besides, the children listen to the answers, deci-
sions, explanations of their comrades with a critical
tendency. Listening and reading become an original
form of a brainwork of the children. Such brainwork
demands not only division of the some words and un-
derstanding of the meaning each of them. Listening to
the tale demands the connections between words in
the sentence and between sentences, paragraphs, and,
finally, units and chapters. As well as in the picture’s
perception, the generalization of the whole content is
given in the title of the tale and subtitles, given to each
of its component, that guarantee deeper understanding
of the whole text by the children.

The time perception is very important for de-
velopment of the school child. In the end of the pre-
school age, there is a capability to take the position
outside of imaginary, the position of spectator (N.D.
Nikolenko,etc.)

In the process of developing artistic perception
the value of the perceived arises. Special incompara-
ble and the best educational force of the art is firstly in
the fact that it gives the opportunity to come into the
life, live through the period of life which is reflected
in the light of certain ideology, said the greatest Soviet
psychologists B.M. Teplov. And the most important is
the following: in the process of this experience there
are certain relations and moral appraisal, having in-
comparably big compulsory force, than the appraisals
simply reported or teachable [3].

At first the appraisals, occurring in the result
of the intrinsic activity of a man, are expressed in the
preference of such thing that is liked. They progress
together with an artistic perception and take form of
the fine estimation of art from the point of view of
aesthetic ideal.

Perception of the school child requires not
only the readiness of analyzers, but also some experi-
ence: knowing things and perception skills. That is
why perception forms during the period pf child’s de-
velopment. The perception perfection can\t be sepa-
rated from the general mental stature of a child.

Perception pf a school child of any object and
its image are the reflection of the whole in the interre-
lation of its components. These relations of the whole
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and its components are changeable and flexible. Any
process of perceiving the object as the whole requires
the division of its peculiarities, sides, parts (analysis)
and connections between them (synthesis). The cogni-
tive work is demonstrated more distinctly in the per-
ception of the complex meaning of the picture, percep-
tion of which requires understanding, i.e. it is a form
of a complex cognitive work.

The process of developing passes 3 stages: lis-
tening, describing and explaining. These 3 stages tes-
tify the different degrees of understanding of a given
content by a child. They depend on the following:

1) the picture’s structure;
2) the degree of narration closeness;
3) the kind of the asked question;
4) the general culture of a child and observa-

tional skills;
5) the development of his speech.
That is why a child can show simultaneously

different levels of the picture’s perception. In other
words, the levels can coexist.

The pupils can connect theoretic knowledge
with practical activity. The children open up at ran-
dom and sequent observe the surroundings, connect
mentioned facts with data in life, received from the
books and teacher’s explanations. Theoretical reason-
ing of the studied new material induces a pupil to
check in practice again something discovered by him.
The school children acquire tenable and reasonable
knowledge. The perceptive culture is a perfection of
the whole child’s cognitive activity [4].

The perceptive development is a transition
form, a conjoint, syncretical, fragmentary perception
of the object by the child to the divided and categori-
cal reflection of things, events in their extensional,
temporary, casual relations. When developing the per-
ception its structure changes and mechanisms. The
children’s eye follows the hand movements. A word is
a mean of analysis and generalization of perceivable
content.
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In order to get a profession a student needs to
master a certain amount of knowledge which com-
prises knowledge of separate disciplines. A generally
accepted competence building approach implies that a
specialist should not only have knowledge and skills,
but  also  be  able  to  apply  the  acquired  knowledge  in
practice, he or she should learn to find and use effec-
tively the necessary information, be ready to solve
tasks arising from the course of work.

With such approach to teaching students being
implemented, it is necessary to intensify active forms
of teaching. Introduction of active forms of teaching
makes it necessary to change the prevalence of lec-
tures and seminars and to increase the amount of stu-
dents’ independent work under professors’ supervi-
sion. But the problem does not lies in the necessity to
change the correlation of class hours and independent
work  in  the  academic  plan,  but  in  preparation  of  the
necessary methodological provision that enables stu-
dents to master certain parts of academic disciplines
while doing individual tasks.

In recent years interactive and dialogue meth-
ods of giving lectures, solving cases and joint project
have spread widely. One of the ways to intensification
of students’ independent work is self-tests that checks
academic material mastering.

In the Finance Academy under the Govern-
ment of the Russian Federation there was established
the  Centre  for  testing  within  the  frameworks  of  in-
crease in quality of specialists training. One of its
functions is to create a multipurpose system of knowl-
edge testing and organization of students’ independent
work. The Centre coordinates the work of the Acad-
emy’s departments in the development and accumula-
tion of tests banks and carrying out different types of
tests.

Effective use of testing in organization of stu-
dents’ independent work means that there is a bank of
tests for independent work on the taught disciplines.
While planning classes, it is necessary to include both
students’ self-training and self-testing on different
parts and the whole discipline. Students should have
an access to computers to carry out tests (or a network
in distant learning).

In the Finance Academy most tests are created
in ASR (Adaptive system of testing). Moreover, a
multifunctional testing system created at the Faculty
of Open Education is widely applied. It provides en-
trance, training and final control of various parts of
disciplines through the Internet-training server. There


